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Dear Dr. Wiener:

The Post-Dispatch reprint of your recent article
on "The Duty of the Intellectual" from Technology
Review, reminds my wife and me of the fine
conversations we had with you end Mrs. Wiener at
the Hotel d'Angleterre in 1951, and the open
invitation we gave you to address our Ethical
Society some day. An elaboration on this theme
would make a wonderful Ethical address, and fill
in our program with your very special expertness.

We have a small endowment which enables us to
bring a "name" guest to our Sunday morning platform
sbout once a month. (This month's guest is that
former Rostonian, John Ciardi.) Through the
idealism of the guest. and our constant searching
for en route and tie-in encagements, we are able

to schedule one a month stinet honorarium of about
#100. In your case, we would be happy to add the
cost of round-trip transportation from Boston,
plus layover expenses, if that were necessary.
Next season (October through May) is now wide open.
You could prectically pick your date. Bn route
engagement seven this spring, we would be most
adaptable to your convenience. In any case, keep
up the good work!

ur best wishes to Mrs, Wiener.

Jincere) v vours,

Ir am.  CL F

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cembridre 39 Massa.
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Gentlemen!

Professor Ciorgio de Santillana of V, I, T. has asked me to
endorse his anplication for a grant to complete a book that is already
two-thirds cone, on the relations between artistic and scientific
thought in the Renaissance. Professor de Santillana is a very learned
man who 1s an authority on both these aspects of the lenaissance tho:rht,
ie is witty and intelligent and any book that he does in this matter will
be well worth reading, le is particularly an authority on Galileo, but
he 18 ecually acquaiîinted with the thourht and the artistic and intellec-
tual position of all the great men of the Henaissance and has a lively
xnowleire of the history of science, art, letters, and civilization in
renerali.

VOUS,

“iener

my
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Miss vYoan Purezyk
Public Relations Assistant
American Society of Tool and fanufacturine éngincers
10700 Puritan Averuve
Vetroit WN, Michieran

Dear Mies Buyar

a x . POR 1 ”

„As time is dravinr near of the 19700 ASIME Research Fetal Avaré tr
Profecsor “tenor, L thonoht that In trmr” to oresare Prof, Yieror's
trin, I mieht turn 44 von far a 71444716 gee* toner

Althoneh detailed data as to when Prof, and Mrs, Wiener will
arrive in Detroit are not immediately available, 11 is certain that
thew will arrive in Vetroit on the nirht of äpril 27?rd and w 1 need
a room with twin beds and bath (rood aceomedations). They 1111 alsn
stay cover the nicht of the 23rd and will require an ad’itinnal sincle
room (mirimm cost) either comnectine with *hair mim room rr seravatel
itt hath, for the nicht of the Dim] of Anril,

I should ar-nreciate very much any heln you can clive us uith this,
Perhars you could set in touch with the respective hotel ard make an
arrancement, 1 shall definitely let vou know nf the exact time nf Prof.
“ianeris arrival gm seen aa | brow.

55 resye’l Wormers

Bya-¥oria Ritter (Frs,)
Sanratarr tn Prof. Wiener

ERY
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L am encleting a copy of the special orders for lrofesser
viener pertaining to his talk at the AFBIU Technical +n formation
Senference in frlinglon and photostatic cosies of each of the three
bills which incurred during that trio (Airplane © r=. reiluav and
hotel coste/.

#5 he left for “ashington on the lst of larch and did not
return until the early morning of the Lth, + take it he may take
advantage of the flat per diem rate of 17.720 a day, az is stated
in the orders issued to him. There were also three telenhone calle
connected with his trip to ¥ashington, but as the bills have not vet
been received, I shall have to send them to you at a later date.
Should Professor Wiener be entitled to a fee for his talk, T should
Tike to mention that he snent one full dav in conference.

am attaching an itemized hil?, Thank vou for veur comeration.

 1
+

1Cnee xr rs2 3rel:
\ CyQ A 3 * +

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs,)
Sapyatar +2 Praf. Wiener

er œioaurrs
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ISSUED BY

NORTHEAST AIRLINES, INC. |
BOSTON 28, MASS.

__ _Subiect to Conditions of Contract on the reverse side of the Possenger Coupon

FOR CARRIERP'S USE ONLY COMPLETE ROUTING THIS TICKET AND
FROM - CARE ORIGIN

~nstruction mm S—
DESTINATION

ISSUED IN EXCHANGE FOR

Form - Serial

PASSENGER TICKET

AND BAGGAGE CHECK ] ] 1
PASSENGER COUPON | Len

CONJUNCTION TICKET(S}
&gt;
Form Serial

Form Serial
DATE AND PLACE OF ORIGINAL ISSUE

x
 3%

DATE AND PLACE OFISSUE
OF THIS TICKET

ACCT. DEPT. USE ONLY

ENDORSEMENTS

FARE
CLASS/BASIS

VALID
UNTIL TEE ,

LAW

re
"Checked

Pcs. WR

:_ DT GOOD FOR P AGENT
Unek'di FROM VIA FLIGHT

Wt. CARRIER =Number
Ra RES.TIME os

A

EQUIVALENT
AMOUNT PAIC
TAY

TOTA!

FORM OF| FORM OF ( Li 4

NAME OF PASSENGER NOT TRANSFERABLE

mr 0 eee eee, 0 A AET
M the nossenger's lourney involves an ultimate destination of stao in a country other than the umtry of departure. the Wartnw Canvantion may be goplizchla gnd tha Convention govarns and in most

casos limits the linbility of corriass for death or personal injury and in respect of loss of or damage to boggege.



CONDITIZIT © CONTRACT

{1.) As used in this contract, "ticket" means “"Posienqer Ticket ond Baggage Chel, “corriage’ is equiv-
clenl 10 “tronsportation™, ord “carrer” includes the air carrier issuing thie tic et and of! arr carriers hat
carry or undertake lo corry lhe possenger or his buoqaqe beraorider or puitorm ony oifer service inch
dentol to such air cormioge: damage” inciudes dei. mqury, delay, boss ur 0 har damage of wings ser
nature arising ouf of oi in connection with carclaas or other s&lt;ivices poriermied by carrier incidentor
thereto. Carriage to be performed hercunetes by severai quecesire cartier 1, toe ded Os 0 single opera
tion

{2} {o) Cardage heresrder 5 subjont 10 he tole orbice other retatisg te het boy ectollichaif be the
Conventron for the Unification of Corr Rubia rélatina to laternutionot Cecioge bo Aie, sup ed a:
Worsaw, October 12, 1920 {hereinoier called the Convention) unless such corres io ned ime nina
corrioge’ as defined by the Consent on. (See cornier’s tarifs, conliCous fl counane for sect de heit an
Carrier's nome may be ublbreviated in the ticket, the (vil rome end its cbbre-icion bone set fortis in
carrier's tosiffs, conditions of carriage, regulations or timetables; ond curs 2c wd ves chal Be fe aires
ol depatture shown oppos.te the first abbreviaeon of curifecs same in fo Gobel oral Lor he Dusche Of
tre Convention the Gareed shopping places tahoe way be glared oy Cairice su can of ar ct ys ore shan
ploces, except the place of deperiv @ and 1he plecs 6. Cut aonsa, te fo m hey obi on ar -
Junction Nickel csued herewrli, Or as shown in COME? 8 a BEIUUIGS © see HN LE a Dia nose

passenger's ron.

(b) To the axient not in conic wilh the foregoing off coirase herwomder © 0 200 Si 58 pet vue
by ench carrier cre «wb ac! to 1) applicable Taw (cludiog rar oral fies en eng dhe oar on MH
extandirg the rules of the Convention to corric te when is pot ialeraotizesi copra. as nebo 0 0

Convention} government reguiations, orders cud requisersnts, (0) provicians kore sob Farts, ( aogd
cable tariffs, ond {iv) excep! in transporichen betwesn à prier in the United Stes ane? any ple «cute
thircof, ord also between 0 place in Conoda end any place outside nen wf condi ony or Corrs. rege
lotions and timetables fout not ihe time of departure and orrival therein) of such carer, which oce made
pur! herect ond which mav be inspected of onv of its offices end ot airnorts fron. vanicn it operates wo or
services.

(c) Uniess expressiy so provided, nothing herein cortuined shall weve any limitation of liodilily of cer
cier existing under the Convention or applicable laws

(3.} Insofar as any provision contuinzd or relerred to hercin moy ba certrary 10 © low government regula
tion, order or requirement. which severally casnat bo waived Ly agrees 57 the pariias, such pre vision
shall remain oppficoula a°d 6e considered us port oi 1na contract of Lanfoar ia 5e e tont only thai sas
provision t5 noi contrary thoicte, Tne invoirtity OL any rro-15-04 shui PO! Gilec! Gay chac po

(4.} Subject to the foregoing (2) Lizhility of curries for damages shalt be limiter fo occurranies on its nur
tine, excep! in the caie of chnched baggege oi ts which the pastenger also hous righ of artize cgeing
the first or last carrer. A carrier issue a hohet er charting baggone for corioga sve the dines of
others dues so er'y ar cgeni (h) Corer is nal Hable fur omega fo prvznner of vnehss! od nee
unless such demage 1 aouszd by lhe reglganne of rorriar, Ic) Comer ic nat !ahie bar ony dare di
recliy ond solely arising out of ite campligias wiih any lows, Govern nem Pagalmeie ts, ordi. or ie
ments er from iciiuer of pussenner Jo comnly with same (5) Sax hot, of career à lie tac ta 750
Frerch aold frgney fconasting of 5515 aillaeame 0 a0ld with à Hinze of alan de vera the nadie a
its gnu and pe Lidnarem in the coun of checked Tacovoc wad S00 och tienen qui Tonss er is
eqrvziert per pussenger in tbe cote af unchecked Ban ee or nine prepa Goal à Pret vec
deciaied in advance oad Ad3.00 10 Chatnes rs cuit rar cqur 15 un corn aet ais dr rocotatees. le Mil

avert the liability of corrier shall be limited to such higher deciored value. In no case shall the carrier's
liability exceed the actual loss suffered by the passenger. All claims are subject to proof of amount of
95s. (e} Any exctusion or limitation of liabilty of carrier under these conditions sholl apply to agents,
servan’s or representatives of the carrier acting within the scope of their employment ond also io any
poison wbote airercf is used hy corrier for carriage and his agents, servants or representatives acting
within the scope of their employment

5) Creched beggaas corried hereunder will be delivered to the beorer of the baggage check upon por-
men! =f all vnoaid sums Jue carrier under carrier's contract of carrioge ar tariff

4.) Maen validated, this ticket iv good for carriege from the airport of the piace of departure to the oir:
acl oal the piace of destination via the route shown herein and for the applicable class of service and is
all for ons year from the dote of commencement of flight except as otherwise provided in carrier's
ari. oc regulations. Each Fight coupon will Le accepted for carrioge on the date and flight for which
cos camscdutions have bean rasaivad: when flight coupons are sed on an "open deie‘‘ basis, accom:
SIONASwallhe reserved voon acplica.joen subject le avallability of space

7. Carer undertakes 16 une ils best efforts to carey the passenger and baggage with reosonoble dispotch
ato pantivvics nme ds fixed for the commencement or completion of carriage. Subject thereto, carrier
“y vibes! notice substitute alternate carriers or oircraft and may alter or emit the stopping ploce:

own on tie face of the ticket in casa of necessiiy. limes shown in Iimetables or ehewhere are approx:
rule and nai guoranlecd, and form no part of this contioct. Schedules are subisct to chonge withou!
Ghee. Cerner Tuumes no responsibility for making conneclions.

#.} Tne sosenter shall comply with atl government travel requirements, present oll exit, entry, and othes
-ocemerts required by the low, and arrive at the airport by the time fixed by carrier or, if no time is
ized ruiticient!y in advance of flight departure to permit completion of government formalities ond de
sarture procedures. Carrier is not liable for loss or expense due to passengers failure to comply with this
Irovision

9.) No cqent, servan} or representative of carrier has authority to olier, modify or waive any provision
of tais contract

10} (a} No action shall lie in the case of damage to baggage, unless the person entitled to delivery com-
alaine to the carrier forthwith after the discovery of the damoge, and, at the latest, within seven doys
Lt 04e rs EF reneist, ged in ihe cose of delay, unless the complaint is made al the lalest within 21

Days fro ihe anis on lch the bugaage has been placed ab his disposal. Every complaint must be mode
in writing and einpeiis J owithia ths times aforesaid. Where carriage is not international corriage’ as
defined in ihz Con-en mn, fuiture fo give notice shall not be a bor 10 suit where cloimont proves that (i)
twas ant rencornbiy possible for him to give such nolice, or (if) that notice was not given due to frcud

ar th port of carrier cr (Hi) the manoaument of carrier hod knowiedae of domage to passenger's bog
3638

EY} Ary right te damanes against corrier shall be extinguished unless an action is brought within two
res re koned from the dale of orrival at the declination, or from the dote on which the aircraft ough! te
“eve winged, or rem the dale on which the carriage stopped. The method of calculating the period of
catalina shall be determined by the low of the cour! seized of the cose.

SOLD SUBIECT TC TARIFF REGULATIONS
155UED BY NORTHEAST AIRLINES, INC.
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LAST BALANCE 1S AMOUNT DUE ‚SS OTHERWISE INDICATED

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE AND TRUST TH” TFE SERVICE AND ACCOMMODATIONS
FURNISHED DURING YOUR STAY WITH US, HAVE BEEN ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.

WE HOPE YOU WILL COME TO REGARD THE SHOREHAM AS YOUR WASHINGTON HOME.
THE MANAGEMENT
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Mr. Robert vw, Kastenmeier
2d District Wisconsin
1725 House Office Building
Zonrress of the United States
House of Representatives
“ashington, D. C.

Dear Fr, Kasternmeier:

Thank you for your invitations of December - and February L to
particinate in writing the liberal Syllabus you have planned to do,
and to which, I am sorry to say, I have not had tire to give proner
attention.

I am particularly agitated now concerning the compartmentizetion
of scientiets both by the piecemeal method of formulation of both
government and industrial prejects and by the more specific restric
tions not only of what 1s called restricted information in the narrow
sense, but by the need to know requirements imposed over and above this
in povernment contracts. As a matter of fact, as soon as I have my
degk reasonably clesn, I shall write an article on this subject for the
Technology Review whieh I shall further submit, at their recuest, to
the Saturday Review of Literature. ‘hen this comes out, I shall be
rlad to forward a cony to vou to use as yon see fit. I think this is
à more effective vay of my contributing to the purnose at hand than that
of writing a snecizal renort directly addressed to you and limited tn the
audience to which vom will nrohoblyv wish to Af Foes {+

-

A a Te

ner

J Emr
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frof, Lee Lorch
vepartment of lathenat
vniversity or Albert-
Lémonton, Albert.
venaca

Lear Fv LOT

L am quite out of touch with tauberiun theoreas or Lausdorff
methods, “he two great sources of more recent material on tauberian
theorems are the book by Pitt which appeared recently under the imprint
oi the Oxford University Press but was printed in India and constitutes
Lis Bombay lectures, and furthermore, a recent article by Fatzlav Denist
sich I have a manuscript from and which either has recentlybeen re-
viewed in Mathematical “eviewvs or «ill soon annear there

i am sorry that it took such a long time to answer your letter,
but I have been quite busyv. I rerret also that at this time I cannot he
Af more Hhain,

‘neer~Tv yours,

AP
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“hile I do not have an index of the literature in my mind,
I am most convinced that a knowledre of the historv 97 science 19
shbsolutely necessary for those scientiste, university adrinistrators
hietoriens and others vho wish to he able to Joudze the scientific
ond socisl occurrences of the nresant by some standard less evaneo-
cont than the immediste fashion, Mär own word, as you point out, has
its roots in the ideas of Leibnitz, and not so much in his positive
dicta concerning what wee sort of 17th century information theory as
in the questions which he thought it incumbent upon himself to ask,
If we are to anrroach the hreadth ard fertility which madorn sclence
must have to be fitiy comparsd with the great ape of the 17th century,
we must rot only have a curiosity as to the thourht aud the rotives of
the scientists of that time but most likely emulate them in going back
sven +0 the ancients and in nlacin~ our thourkht in ite npronar nosition
In a long chain of historical devslonment.

“po, out

.aner

3
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Deny

ff I have anything particularly funny to say at any time, I shall
be glad to give VOO DOO the advantage of it, However, your request
puts me in mind of the impresario who says angrily to the man wishing
a place on his show, "Sc you are à funny man, are you -- well, make me
laugh." I am not saying this in any nasty way, but simply to indicate
that it is hard, ard for me impossible, to be Funny to order.
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Hr, serbes
fditor
Tha Con’ennic
ool Morrill Has.
Michiran State Univers:
hast Lansing, Hichican

Dear Er, Votisiponrn-

Your request for cn article for the Vertennial levier reaches
me at a time when I am busy finishin7 the revision of my "Cmerneties"
and when l rave several other c:lls on ny literary work, Hovever, as
the deadlire is Harch 1, 1761, ! oupht to be able to rive yon an article
Lone before hen,

[ snerest as a there a matier which 4 have discussed rater
recently with Dr. Lawrence Frank; namely, the relation cf the renensl
normal duties of the human beinr at larre and the saectfic dutfen of ina
teority incumbent on a man fulfilling a definite and necessary thoush
perhaps not vniversal function in our society such as the teacher, the
scholar, the doctor and the soldier. In my oninion, by a lack of realie
zation that there are snocific duties helonrin” tn snecific soctat func=
tions as well as the general duty of the citizen, we are diluting our
ethics to the vanishing rvoint and are paving, and shall raw even nore in
the future, a heavy nrice for this d{1Iintièn,

Se noepe” roe

Saar



WORTERBUCH DER SOZIOLOGIE
HERAUSGEGEBEN VON

OR. WILHELM BERNSDORF UND PROF. DR. FRIEDRICH BULOW

FERDINAND ENKE VERLAG STUTTGART

REDAKTION:

DR. WILHELM BERNSDORF

Ceroi. Norbert
Vassraocohnusetts
Department of
cath ri A

siener

Institute of Tecimolory
Mathematics

~a 23, Mass., U.“

BERLIN-CHARLOTTENBURG 9
FREDERICIASTRASSE 27/IV
TELEFON: 924694

10. Collar 7Yo 10060of

Jehr rerhrter Herr Professor Wiener.

Ich danke Ihnen sehr für Ihre freundliche l'achrieht vois 7. iärz
md für das Interesse, das Jie der neuen Ausrabe des soziolo UL
schen „örterbuchs entrerenbringen. ben dieses Intoresse orauti--
wich, Ihnen gleich heute noch einmal zu schreiben, obwohl Sie
sich bitten. bis ins spiters Frühiahr damit m1 wert an

„atürlieh verstehe ich es sehr gut. daf Sie suvosiehts eirvenor
vichtiger Arp  z6vern, eine noue Verpflichtunz zu übeoime)vien
uôente Sie jedem Nitto euch meine etwas schwierire Loo zu
verstehen. Jeun ici nick erst vo 7eH l'rünlin-sende visder an Sie
yends, ohne die Gewilhelt zu haben, daß wir dann zu cinor slic
lichen wini ung kommen, so bedeutet diss fir mich ndvlichervcis-
leit Verlust von zwei oder drei Monaten, der sich rookt Hemond
atl die rlonunc ussores cmmielveris auswirken könnte. Ich h3sbe
deshalb nach einen Auswer “esucit, nach eizxor Lisuxe, cie Inron
Zia meinon item vleicherweise rerocht vird: Uüvdo 28 Ihnen den

antsehlufl, die Aitarbeit jetzt schon ausunshnen, erleichtern,
remit Wir den Stichtar Tür 14e Ablioferm- dar haidlen Artitkal Lis
zum ‚Tehrasasende hiraneeanhii hen

litte, prülen Sie doc! ., + VI lB JOC: T1033 FA 3
Ihrer Lg 4 &gt; . “ada VO Sel &gt; ra -ADS s1Larne - Bar + + VUOINLU+, SLT 1 à - -
- vUTDOIL 3 wid 2100 wvur I, + 4 Le me LO 1 53:03 vi el’ + Cu “QE 7.3 : { ' — RES Th

Aan ern ary ate aa Fen I wurde ian SAY LC ovenien EE : cs
1 Tyr AT BLE. wert 1a Ainge

dan

‘hr



THOMAS C.DESMOND
94 BROADWAY

NEWBURGH,NEW YORK

MEMBER OF NEW YORK STATE SENATE

1930-1958

March 10, 1550

Professor Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, 39
Massachusetts

Dear Professor "einer:

On last Monday, in
Cambridge, in connection with my duties as a
life member of the Corporation of the lMassa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, I visited
some of the laboratories of the Communication
Sciences of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

Your name, during this visit, was
mentioned so often as an outstanding pioneer
in communication sciences that I feel impelled
to send to you this letter of appreciation for
your great contributions to this important
branch of advancing science,

Again expressing my appreciation for
the cony of "The Temoter" whicu xindly
presented to me several war”&gt; 77 ning
that this novel will have =
which its message so rich

1
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Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener}

May we again take advantage of the help and cooperation
you have always extended to us?

In April, we shall publish a special issue on the
occasion of the 25th anniversary of Aufbau. “t will comprise
Several sections, among them one discussing the future of
automation. So far, we have received an article from
Professor Frederick Pollock for this symposium, entitled
Social Danger of Automation", one by Professor
Teorges Friedman (Paris) about some "Effects psycho-
sociologiquéd" and one by Colonel Arnade on "The Problem
&gt;f Automation-‘in U.S. A."

It occurred to us in this connection that you might
nave discussed the future of automation in your forth-
soming book. If so, could you possibly let us have an
excerpt? We should be most happy to present to our readers
an outline of vour ideas on this important subject.

Thank you ever so much.

Cordially,

- a

Manfred George
Editor.

IGsma.
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March 1€, 17°C

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Ave.

Watertown, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Since I first saw the report of your work on cybernetics

in TIME January llth past I have had it in mind to write

you.

Regardless of the accuracy or inaccuracy of the report,
I am hopeful that the essential nature of your work has
a bearing on a very vital interest of mine.

For a long time now I have been concerned about the

sloppu, slipshod, unscientific way our economy has at
arriving at prices, wages and even more profit as far
as the total economy is concerned. As you know each

industry and the employees of that industry work out
separate wage and price agreements within the industry
without thought of the economy as a whole. This has been

the pattern up to now, however, it seem imperative that
we find some reliable scientific formula’ for arriving at

just profits, prices and wages as far as the total economy
is concerned, I believe we must do this if we are to survive

and if we want the present economic system to survive.

The means of working out this formula it appears to me

are presently in your hands. I would welcome a chance to

discuss just what I mean by this.



&gt;; . Norbert Wiener March 1C, 1960

If your work brings you to Chicago any time soon I
would be pleased to meet with you here. If this is

not likely then I would be interested in initiating
a correspondence on the matter until such a time as

it would be mutually concenient for a person to
person meeting. I trust such a correspondence will
be agreeable with you.

Hoping to hear from you and thanking you for your
interest thus far, I am,

~Sihce rely,

Thomo

TS inc



Dr. HANS SYZ
THE LIFWYNN FOUNDATION

WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

‘larch 1: -

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Vassachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge
Massachusetts

Dear Dre Wiene-

I am sending you separately a paper on value problems
in which I attempt to arrive at unifying formulations from the
backeround of the behavior studies introduced by Trigant Burrow.
An abridged version of this article will eventually appear in
the International Journal of Group Psychotherapy, but I thought
you might be interested in having a copy of this fuller state-
ment.

I would welcome any criticism or suggestions which may
secur to vou with regard to this material,

Sincerclv vours.

7S:bb
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: am sending this letter to you for what iv is worth,
ale anv strong atiitude towards it one way or the other.

T am unable to

ei

Sincerely vours,

Tarhert THeaner

Thank you vey much for the four copies of the Gabor "Tnaurural
‘ecture"”,
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fr. Jason "ein
Editor
Random House, Ine,
157 Madison Avenue
New Towle 09, 9

Des:ai Jae a

The reason I have not answered you is that I want first to write out
an abstract or scenario of the book Hr Azimov and for you. IT kanpen to be
in a critical period now with the revision of ny "Cybernetucen ; and I huve
not been able to get around to it, In a week or two, IT will have this off
ny chest, ard T shall ro hack in tha navel.

Many thanizg for your kind and symathetie latters

© Neo  YF VOUTS,

amr



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR

SUMMER SESSION
HAROLD M. DORR, DIRECTOR
N. EPD MILLER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

March 14, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Each year The University of Michigan in its Summer Session
presents a program of interest to the overall University community,
the students, faculty and townspeople. These lectures and other
svents are open to the public without charge, and contribute to
the educational objectives of the University. With the opening
of à new decade there has been wîde speculation on the economic
aspects of what lies ahead. Using Economie Change as the core
of the Program, this summer we shall discuss "The Social Impli-
cations of Economic Change", giving a broad base from which the
Program can explore certain significant aspects of this rather
awesome subject. Tentatively we have agreed to limit our field
to such topics as the relation of Economic Change to Education,
Science and Technology, Old Age and Retirement, Political
Affairs, the Support of the Arts, Health and Ponulation Growth.

+ am writingtoaskif you would be wllling to give a
lecture in our series? The general topic would be something
along the lines of Economic Change and Science and Techology,
but within that subject you would have a good deal of freedom
and could do almost anything you want. Specifically, we would
ask you to give a lecture of about an hour, at 4:10 p.,m,, on a
Tuesday or Wednesday during the Summer Session. The dates I
would suggest are: June 26 or 29, July 5 or 6, or August 2 or 3.
Since we are building our Program around seven lectures, I would
appreciate if if you would give me two or three possible dates,
Ne would also hope that you would be willing to meet informally
with some other group, possibly with a panel of two or three
people from the faculty, or with students. This could all be
worked out later in consultation with you. While our budget is
somewhat limited, I can offer you $350, out of which you would
pay your own expenses,

I realize that we are late getting started on this Program,
so if you have any questions that a phone call would take care



Professor Norbert Wener

of, please don't hesitate to call me collect. The University
number is NOrmancy 3-1511, and my English Department extension
is 2251; my home phone is NOrmandy 2-0189. You can get me at
3ither number.

Sincerelwr,

Richard C. Boys
Chairman "Social Implications
of Economic Change", and
Professor of English

RCB:pk

My return address is:

2622 Haven Hall
Jniversity of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan



UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

THE DICE-PRESIDENT AND PROVOST

March 14, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambride~ 77), Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

T'm delighted to learn that you feel the schedule we suggested
is in order. Is there a special place where you would like
to be picked up by our University car at 3:30 p.m. on Monday
the 20th? Perhaps you'd rather drive up here yourself. If
so, we'll be glad, of course, to pay the mileage. TI suggested
the University car because I thought it mignt be more conveni-
ent for you.

M rdially,

“Tr Tddy J.
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Herrn
Prof. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass. 14. 7. 60

vW/bs

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor!

Herzlichen Dank fiir Ihren Brief vom 26. 2., den ich nach Riick=-
kehr von einer Auslandsreise hier vorfand. Was Sie über die Ent-
stehungsgeschichte des Buches schreiben, ist mir doch etwas zu
kahl für eine Veröffentlichung. Ich glaube, daß ein solches "Be-
kenntnis" die Leser eher davon abhalten würde, das Buch zu kau-
fen. Man muß ihnen doch schon in etwa sagen, was Sie innerlich
dei der Abfassung des Buches bewegte und was Sie mit dem Buch
selbst aussagen wollten, Da wir uns sehr große Mühe mit der
Jbersetzung und der Gesamtgestaltung geben, bitte ich Sie, sehr
gseehrter Herr Professor, sich doch die Mühe zu machen, einen
verblich etwas wirksameren Text über die inneren Beweggründe,
die Sie bei der Abfassung des Buches hatten, zu schreiben. Ich
hoffe sehr, dal es Ihnen nicht allzu viel Mühe macht, Vielleicht
kann Ihnen Herr Epstein auch etwas helfen.

Mit den besten Grüßen und Wünschen

I hr

(v. Wehrenalp)

&lt;hwvorhinaqusuve:

(ed Ann DL em)
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Beaton 5 4 Harris, Depu*
Unions 01 1 devobiolor-
Dent. ' Hes" nn. Éducation and Welfare

mew Ur scui-lstration
Was? ; =. GC.

aVOS

; not have any reprints of Prof, Yiener's article in tle
Tocime..|Povey, I sugpesi thot, as this srticle was renrinleG 8180
ir © ~turday Review, you try to obtain a few back issues from then.
Tr cle appeared in ihe Yarch D ireue, TI hose you vill be able du

ome, but In case you do not = - please contact me, and I shall
* have 1t nlhiotoatate-”.

Sincerely vours,

Eva-Moria Ritter (Vrs.
Zanratarr to Pref. anor



March 1h, 196€

Mr. J. Hrebik
OIRT General Secretary
International Radio and Television Organization
15, Liebkmechtova
Prague 16, Chekoslovakia

Dear Mr, Hrebik:

While I am a strong believer in "Science for Peace", I am a
rreat disbeliever in the value of questionnaires, By means of a
questionnaire it is possible to force out of a person views which have
a bÿtaste which does not adequately fit that person's real thoughts.
I do not believe that it is profitable to rate discoveries in the order
of importance, nor even that it can be done with any permanent dignifi-
cance. As to question 3, where you ask what can be done in my branch
of science for the happiness of mankind when the menace of war is elimi-
nated, I am convinced that war although the greatest of all menaces, is
dy nn means the only one which faces our rapidly develoning technology,
and I find it very difficult to evaluate whether a particular discovery
shall conduce in the long run to the happiness or unharpiness of mankind.
This does not involve a fixed pessimism but merely a great uncertainty
as to the future of mankind in a neriod in which we may be modifying our
environment faster than is commatible with our ability to live with it.

Sincerelv yours,

Tenet end WS anar

Wu/emr



t.
TC 4 , 1667

Mr, Cordon lL, Walker
l'recutive Director
Ancrican Mathematical Society
170 Hope Street
Providence (, P

a ;Desr Vv. "alle

In reply to your letter of March ® in which you inferred Prof, Wiener
of Pre£, E, F, Kramer's request to quote from his paper entitled "G. H.
Haydrt, I vosLd 11e To tsil you that he has consonted and eiver van Der—-
mission to SGuote fran His naner.

Sincerely vours,

Eva-Yaria Ritter {(Mrs.)
“omretary to Prof, Wiener
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Prof. Emil Volf
institrie of “plies
Tia Univereily of Recliester
River Campus Station
RocLes har 20.NM,4

Cen na Than
I 0 37574

Thani: you for your invitation to narticinate in vovr Conference
: à 2, eS gn 15 723 &gt; bmp Me 2 wy 3 er - *on Golerence Tronerties of Electromarnetic Fadlation which vou are

clacuing to wold in dure

Altrecoh I! vreld like vorr much to attend, I finé it, however,
impossible as the beginning of June will find me on my way to Lurope
viiere I shall locture and travel until Snrine 106° . repret that 7
have tn decline, hut do wish vou a succassfei eonfr eee

vy rr Lape me

 TLtener



The CENTENNIAL REVIEW of Arts &amp; Science
204 MORRILL HALL ° MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ° EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN

March 15, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Professor Weisinger is out of town for several weeks, so ]
am taking the liberty of answering your letter of March 9
for him.

We are very pleased that you will write an article for our
nuclear revolution issue, and I am sure the subject your
letter proposes will be quite satisfactory.

Thank you for your interest. We look forward to receiving
your paper when it is ready.

Sincerely yours,

\ 7.

(Mrs.) Inez Hare
Managing Editor
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EDMONTON, ALBERTA
CANADA

March 15th, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass,

Dear Professor Wiener:

It was very kind of you to call to my attention the

two references on Tauberian Theorems mentioned in your recent letter

I do know of Pitt's book, of course, but was unaware of the article by

Benish. I shall try to get hold of it when it appears.

Sincerely yours

Lee Lorch

LLeim



140 Hollister Avenue
Santa Monica, California

March 15, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Wiener,

Please excuse my not writing since my letter saying that I wanted to be your
student at M.I.T. starting in September 1960, and that I would apply for
admission through normal channels. I have had to reconsider moving East
primarily because of many medical bills resulting from an accident that my
wife and I were in over a year ago. More significantly, I realized that
I should have another full year of graduate courses before I began my
doctorate thesis. If I arrived at M.I.T. this September it would be a year
before I could contribute to some work that I might do for you. For this
reason I have chosen the following plan for my education that I hope you
will approve. I will go to U.C.L.A. next September and study for a full
year; Differential Equations, Real Variable Theory and Advanced Probability
Theory. Then, in September 1961, I would like to come to M.I.T. and write
my Ph.D. thesis for you in statistical mechanics along the outline that
you showed me last summer. In a year I will be able to devote my full
attention to this work.

I believe that M.I.T. will allow me to return to write a thesis since I
have already spent one year there from 1957 - 1958 and will probably work
for more than a year on my thesis. I am writing Dr. Martin today to ask
him if this is possible.

I am very sorry that I must bother you this way but I would like to know if
you will accept me as your student in September 1961 so that I can make
arrangements with U.C.L.A. TI realize that this is tentative and also that
many unknown variables influence your decision. If you cannot plan for 1961
LI would appreciate vour telling me.

Dr. Wiener, please accept my most humble apologies for the trouble that I
have caused you but you also understand how enthusiastically I look forward
to being able to work with you. I hope that both you and Mrs. Wiener are
well. Tt must be beautiful in Cambridge in the Spring.

Yours truly.
a N1

; \

Michael B. Marcus



JOHN SIMON GUGGENHEIM MEMORIAL FOUNDATION

551 FIFTH AVENUE « NEW YORK 17 « N. Y.

March 15, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I am asking my perennial questions concerning
applications for Fellowships of this Foundation.
Sr. Hector Hoyo has applied for an Inter-Ameri-
can Fellowship and has referred me to you. What
is your judgment of the quality of his accomp-
lishments, please -- confidentially, as always?

. ly yours,

Jen Moe

HAM:g



Law OFFICES

HArry N. ROSENFIELD
1735 DE SALES STREET, N.W

WASHINGTON 6, D. GC.

TELEPHONE

XECUTIVE 33-0250

March 15, 1960

CABLE ADDRESS

‘LAWYER, WASHINGTON, D. C

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridee 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I am much obliged to you for your letter of
March 9th, concerning my inquiry on the history of science.
Your comments deal precisely with the matter I have been
studying and will prove most helpful.

As a result of my inquiries, I have become so
intrigued with the subject--beyond the cause for my original
inquiry--that I hope to be able to write an article for a
learned journal, May I quote from your letter?

Again, with thanks for your kindness and help,
im

Sincere? voure,

-

caentie
HNR: js



ALGRAW HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY 330 W 42nd ST., NEW YORK 25, N.Y. ® LO 4-3000

March ic 1960

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear lr. Wiener:

For a good many years FACTORY editors have followed your activities and
comments with great interest. In recent months you have moved even more
into the front area of our attention. We have been struck by the social
implications of your novel, The Tempter. We have been stirred by reports
of your address in January before the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Now we learn that you soon will receive the 1960
Research Medal from the American Society of Tool and Manufacturing

Engineers.

This brings me to the point of my letter to you. We think it is our obli-
cation as editors to challenge our readers to think beyond their day's
routine. These readers are 70,000 management men in the manufacturing in-
dustries in the United States. We can think of no more stimulating way te
challenge them than to publish your vision of what is ahead in the manu-
facturing industries.

Would you therefore respond, in your own inimitable way, to the questions
that follow? Here are the questions:

The works manager of a manufacturing plant today needs management
skill for the control of people, materials, and facilities. Will the
manufacturing plant of tomorrow need a works manager? If so, what
skills will he need?

In the brave new world that you envision, how will we answer the ques-
tion of work-day {or work-week) length, wage scales, use of leisure?

Will increasing decision-making by machines narrow the gap between
high-profit and low-profit enterprises in a given industry? Will com-
petition then disappear? Will there then be new criteria for measuring
the success of an enterprise?

If machines take on more and more of the burden of decision-making in
given industry, will that industry then be able to attract executives
of ton intellirence? Will it even need then?

a



‘+, Norbert Wiener larch 15, 1960

Is there danger that these machines may be sabotaged by a disgruntled
employee, or even by an enemy agent? Is there any way to guard against
such danger?

Will machines take on personality (be cheerful or glum, shy or aggres-
sive, introverted or extraverted) and character (be benign or malign,
zood or evil, truthful or deceitful)? If they do, will they add these
traits to their analytical and decision-making skills and thus become
the master race? Ur will we human beings be able to devise controls?

Will we be able to invent some fail-safe system that will keep machines
from making disastrous decisions and effecting them?

Is there a gap today between decision-making machines and the machines
needed to effect those decisions? If there is such a gap, does it de-
rive from the fact that most decision-effecting machines (even the
simplest solenoid) are mechanically complex and slow, in contrast with
the animal muscle cell, which is simple, swift, efficient, and
adaptable?

If human criticism of machines is so slow that human control of ma-

chines vanishes, what chance is there of inventing machines that will
criticize instantly and thus restore control?

+

11.

Traditional social lines have been drawn between royalty and common
people, between rich and poor, between strong and weak. Will the ma-
chines of the future, as they take over more control functions, draw
a new line of social distinction--the line between people who can
understand and control machines and those who cannot? What would be
the hazards in such a social cleavage? Would the hazards be more
serious than those created by a dividing line between rich and poor?

Can you suggest a time schedule by which decision-making machines
micht take on increasing control cf industry and business?

The fee we can offer (5350) for your trouble is no measure of our desire
for your comments or of the value that will accrue to our readers. The
best I can say in defense of offering you such a modest fee is that it will
not seriously complicate vour income-tax problem,

May I hear from you soon?

Very. truly yours

WAS s ram
W. 4. Etanbury
Managing Edi.ou.



GEORGE H. WETTACH

17-20 WELL DRIVE

FAIR LAWN, NEW JERSEY

March 15, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
c/o Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridge, Masse.

Dear Doctor Wiener:

May I trouble you for your autograph for my

collection? I would be both proud and grateful 1f

you would favor me with ît.

For your convenience I enclose a card and a

stamped, addressed envelope.

With many thanks in advance, T am

Sincerelyv vours,



BROMFIELD ASSOCIATES
AN ORGAN! ATION F OR THE APPLICATION OF

175 HUNTINGTON AVE.

BOSTON 15. MASS.

COPLEY 7-7161

1

|

SCIENTIFIC MAM?CGIMENT

March 16, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Doctor Wiener,

| want to thank you again for your good advice, companionship, and support. Es-
pecially after hearing of my patent attorney's blunders, | find my way is a rather
lonely one, Your heartening warmth and interest is a much-needed prescription
at this time.

| have a call left in for Prof. Schwartz and will be "permanently waving" leather
Friday. I'll let you know the results.

Thank you again

Sincerely,

BROMFIELD ASSOCIATES

à A LT

Morton Bromfield

MB:Imh
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BOB KASTENMEIER
2D DISTRICT, WISCONSIN

1725 House OFFICE BUILDING

Congress of the United States
PHouge of Representatives

Washington, B. €.

COMMITTEE ON

JUDICIARY

HOME OFFICE:

214 NORTH FIRST STREET

WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN

March 16, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of
Department o Mathematics
Cambridge 3° ss,

Technology

Dear Professor YW’ ~neor:

Thank you very much for your letter of March
It was our hope that you would be able to write a
section of the Liberal Papers for us which concerned
itself with automation. The Liberal Papers themselves
will be published by Random House in time for the next
election. These papers would serve as a basic policy
formulation for the issues that we feel should be dis-
cussed in this campaign and in the succeeding few
years.

9Q

One of our great problems though, is the
time limit that we have in order to finish the papers
If you think it will at all be possible we would be
delighted if you could participate with us and write

a paper within the next month and a half or so, The
average paper seemS to be running between 15 to 20
pages in length. meh —

I am enclosing a copy of the memo which has
been circulating here in Congress and among those
people who are participating with us. On page 14 of
the memo you will note certain questions that we have
prepared regarding automation. These are not meant
to restrict your thinking but rather to suggest to
you the kind of problems that we consider to be impor -
tant. It occurs to me that you may well be interested
in writing more in line with the problems specifically
related to science. On page 20 of the memo you will
also find certain questions under the "Science" head-
ing. Either topic that you might do for us would be
greatly appreciated.



Professor Norbert Wiener
Page 2

March 16, 1960

I hope that you will be able to participate
with us and on behalf of the Congressional Group, I
thank vou.

Nith kindest regards.

Sincerelv,

“38

RWK:j1r
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Tho Laboratory, Ste Androw's Hospital,

Northonpton, Ensland, 16th March, 1960.

rrof. Daniel MAZIA, Dept. of Zoology,

Unive. California, Berkoloyv 4, Calif.. U.S.A.

dear Dr. Mazia,

T am delighted to learn from your lotter to me of

25/Fab/1960 that you are hoping to test " the effocts of a vary intense

nagnotic field on chromosome movement", Let mo hasten to enplify my

suggestion of 23/Jan/1960 about " tasting per megnstic field effects M

by emphasising that the magnotic field MUST BE PHASIC, oither

on-off or polo-alternating, preferably tho former in initial experiments.

My 1939 " Cytological Synthesis " ( of which typed and

illustrated bound copiss wore, prewar, acknowledgad by Professors C.D.

Darlington and C.J. Ludford, and about the ‘euts' of which I told you

in my letters of 16/Apr/1956 and 26/0ct/1959 ), contains an " Appondix I "

sntitled " Physico-choulcs of the Centrosome Unit ", with subsoction

readings as follows

(1) Oxidation Electronic Energy.

(3) Planetary Syston.

(5) First Life.

(7) Suspended Lnimation.

(9) Artificial Genesis of Life. = The toxt under this last subheading

roads ¢

" Lecording to the above concepts it should be possibls to revivify

a bacterial spore or plant seed by means of an olectric charge or a

pulsating nesnetic field, in the presence of moisture but absonca of

neat and oxidation : in other words, to supply cloectronic intake

orgy fron an alternative sourco to oxidation katakinesis. Indoed

oy moans of electric charge and a pulsating magnetic field of proper

frequency (sce pp.109-110), it should be possible to induce life in a

solocted solution of nucleoproteins,

" Appendix II ", entitled " Neurofibrillae " ( the 'ombryo!

bo my thesis at C.I.T. last month !), ends on pp.109-110 with suggestions

shat tho inpulso froquoney in pain fibres, and the rofractory period in



Da A

rorvo fibr ios in gonore igonoral y L, night offor cluos as to tho "0 { sy +pronor froquancy";

3lsowhoro I sugpocted tho pogsibility of a harmonic rolationghip to

the froauoncy of sporn=tail oscillation and of trouts! eggs 'rosonanco!

You will soo that " cybornctics " ond " oxcitation-stato

ohysics " did not impinge upon my concoptualisations with any groat

anfaniliarity in 1949 and 1959, rospcctivoly. They mainly called for

1p-to-dating of torninology anent ny Chrononerc-asChain-Contriole Unit

/ as illustrated in ny lettors to you of 23/Tan/60 and 26/Fob/60 );

tho Bjorknes!'! hydrodynamic laws became essontially suporfluous; whilst

the sphores of phonononology intogratod by ny "Basic Unit" have extonded

beyond tho ‘'mysterias!' of nornal cytology, cancor, tissuv-difforontiation

and puborty-physiology, to those of signal storago and probabilistic

inferoncing in contral norvous syston, and of dovolopnontal and

regenerative "topological sorting”.

find nowy in reply to your 25/Feb/1960 invitation to ne to proffer

"m prodictions regerding the effects of à very intenses magnetic field on

chromogome movement ", I hazard tho following forecasts : -

Le Lt a cortain monopolar on-off frequency, and strongth, of nagnetic

lux, mitotic spindles will tend to oriontato themselves along the main

axis of your 'field'; ons daughtor centrosome in each spindle tonding

to be attracted to, tho other rovellsd from, the unipolar field-sourca.

_ "Spindle" here means total mitotic apparatus, with axis at right angles

to tho motaphase chromosonc plate.)

gr Revarsal of tho magnetic polarity of this field, with all other

paranoters hold constant, will cause spindles-in-aexistonece to swing through

L80 degrees, ( porhaps needing initial jogging of tho axas out of linear

aquilibriun ).

3, Bocause, in each snindlo, each of the contriolss ( in my sonse )

rithin tho attractod controsome will tond to be anplified in "vulsation",

and those within the repellod one dininishsd in pulsation, differences

should become apparont in the rate of duplication of 'roproducing elements!

on the opposite sidos of tho motaphaso plate: the attractod controsome May,

for instance, re-duplicato itsolf bsfore the initial nitosis is out of metaphaso.



Le For tho samo basic ronson as -

DAU 3

Fr

AA Tin "3M, tho attracted

controsono and its 'daughter nuclous' will tond to acquiro ovor

50% of tho 'maternal' cytoplasn at coll-mombranc division.

2, If it wore technically possibly to impingo ropollont-phaso
”

ficlds on each of the spindle's two controsomos at the samo time, og.

by moans of a nagnot of about the same length as the spindle ( which

would have to bo "hold": soo"6"), thon all duplication of olemonts

night be haltod at tho phasc-in-progross, ( duo to excitation-state

morgotics falling bolow nocessary throsholds ).

5 Mitosis in a cell situated on the mid-point along a phasic on-off

bar magnot, should bo acculoratod if tho spindle is loft froos should

be retarded if the spindle could be held at 180 degrues opposite to

its position of 'freo-choico'; and might be disrupted if the spindle

could be hold at 90 dogrecs.

7, Very possibly, with certain paranstors of phasic magnetic fiold(s),
Pa

asymmetrically dividing nuclei, such as manifost in malignant cells,

would ba much tho most readily and sevorely "disrupted", ~ perhaps

beyond ability to continue roproducing.

This is, I guess, onough spaculative vrediction to be going on with!

( It might not be uninstructive, on the side, to obsorve the offocts of

‘permuted paramctors! of magnotic flux upon bacturial flagçollae, cilia,

sperm-tail movement, trout eggs, and tho like, - not to mention, upon

bacturial spores, plant scods, and nucleoprotuins in warm sugary media,)

Anyhow, it is good to know that, after the lapse of 21 years, the

concepts bohind these prodictions are, aù last, going to bo exporimontally

tostods I fzcl suro you will not mind my passing tho news, in the form

of a copy of this letter, to people who know about ny systematisations

and would equally like to soo t\9 end of thom.

Yours sincerely,

Turner McLardy,
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Mr. Donald P. Eckman, Director
Systems Research Center
Case Institute of Technology
niversity Circl
Cleveland MM

Dear Mr. Eckman.

Thank you very much for your invitation to nariicinat in the
First Systems Symposium to be held on Anril 2¢. 27, and 2, 1940,
“ere it not for my fullv loaded schedule this spring, I should be
vlad to take part in the symposium, but I have very little time left
in April and hesitate to accent an offer to vhic» 1 r~v not be ahle
tn do Justice. Will von let me ben poe”

nn"
À ‘ace Accent my hest wishes far à success” ~ YE

TOUTES

sner
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Dr, Moritz Hofstatter
BOL South 15th Avenue
Maywood.

Dear Dr, Hofstattert

we are, indeed, in receipt of your manuscript and ars terribly
sorry that we failed to notify you of its safe arrival, althoush it
seems very interesting, Professor "iener has had little time, if any,
to look it over carefully, as he is just about flooded with work, and
his desk crowded with manuscripts that he is constantly asked to rive
nis opinion on, As he i8 presently quite involved in his own researc!
ne feels that it is wiser to return your manuscript before it pets
lost among all the other unsolicited ones so that you may have a chance
to have it locked at by someone else.

Regretting that it took us such a long time to come to this dew
cision and hoping that you will soon find the nroner interest for your
work, I remain

Sincerely vours.

Eva-Maria Ritter (Yrs.)
"seretarvy to Prof, Wiener

+ A

wT
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Miss Tinda P”
PG Noypier
Cerpthane

Doo A

Unfortunately, Professor "Toner hag riot had time to co-sicer
your request, and since his desk is Just about flooded with work,
your letter got termorarily lost until T retrieved Lt a fow moments
250. Ty this time you will have handed your paper in already, hut
I thorght I should let you Imos that you vare not eumlately forrotten.
Trank yon very much for your interest fn Prof, Viener's 13fe and aca
complishments, Yhen yo, are a hit older, yo: ni-ht rra” his hosks
"T am a Nathematician"” and "Tx=eProd{ry" rhick «Lil cive you a let of
Inforration about Fie 130s nnd vart,

Np
np,  VUE

A mip 2 Ws f= +

VEDI SL ter (75e ;
uneFagas+ om nm $73retire te Prof, inner
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“=r that we cannot f.il your reque-

“aund it necessary to refuse - eo

~ofessor

autocrrankhs,

Eve-laria Ritter ("rs.)
hacretore to Prof. Wiener
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March 7
“

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department -” Mathematics
Massachus: Institute of Technology
Cambridre Massachusetts

DeePProfessor “Viennen

At the suggestion of James R. Newman and :orris Kline we are
writing to ask whether you would be willing to write the article
SYSERFETICS which will avpeer in the forthcoming HARPER ENCYCLO-
PLDIA OP SCIENCE, This Encyclopedia, to be published by Harper
and Brothers in the fall of 1962, is a one-volume work of about
300,000 words for the layman. Ir. Newman is the Editor-in-Chief
and Dr. line is Consultant in Mathematics.

In this very concise werk, occupying a position midway between
a dictionary and a full-blown encyclopedia, we have about 110,000
words available for the field of Mathematics. The enclosed pre-
liminary entry list, with its indications of topics and word
lenzths of erticles, will provide some persnective on whet we
are cttemptinge.

The allotment for CYBrANITICS is 500 words (a challense indeed!).
Je expect this to be sufficient to introduce the rescer to the
material and encourage him to reed further elsewhere. The enclosed
entry list will indicate relctionshios with other srticles. The
basic, or pivotal, articles sive a broad perspective of the
subjects concerned, leaving more specific details to the subordinate
articles and definitions. Kinor overlapping is permissible end
in fect desirenle.

“We have no rigid formula for the writing. At the stert of an
article, generally we define the subject very succinctiy, as a
dictionary would. Beyond thst it is up to the writer to decide
how to lead the rerder into the subject end, in the end, ret him
out ecain.,

fhe enclosed informztion about this Encyclopedia will suggest
the level at which we feel material should be written. we assume
our reczders to be intelligent end willing to make an effort to
comprehend; but they will, in meny instances, have a very limited
freme of reference. an ~rticle si ould start, it seems to us, at
a rather elementary level and then get as for as a clear, conpact
style cer carry it witli in the allotted worda:ce,

A DIVISION OF WESTERN PRINTING AND LITHOGRAPHING COMPANY
W RACINE,WIS.+POUGHKEEPSIE.~&lt;--TIQUISMO,+»HANNIRAL,MO+MOIINTMORRIS‘1!+DETROITMICY-REVFRLY HILI &amp; 74



The word 2llotments indicated are not ironbound. You may find
a prover stooping point somewhat short or somewnat beyond the
alotment. We are always glad to find that a topic can be treated
in less snace than was expected. Un the other hand, ary article
that takes more space than was allotted must be compenssted for
hy cuts elsewhere. A contributor who has several erticles to
write. should stay very cloce to the total allotment for the group.

The kind of writing we are seeking is not easy to accomvlish. The
honoraria we can offer--in this instance, twenty cdollars--are not
large. But we hope that the challenge will appeal to you. In
this book an important job can be done in helping intelligent
laymen to understand the problems and methods of science.

If the information herewith does not answer all the questions
that arise in your mind, we shell be glad to furnish further
details promptly upon request.

Lo Tonk forward to hearing from vou

CC. Newman
__îine

Ti: HARPER

€ Wa

Jerome Wyckoff
‘anaging Zditor

TNOYCLOPREDIA CF SCIENCE

JW/pkb



March 17, 1°70

Mise Jean “rrezyk
Public Relations Assistant
American Society of Tool and Manufacturins Unrireers
19700 Puritan £vsnne
Metroid 320, Michiron

Nene Wm TamarA + CP boa as à 5 das VF

\ye

mie .

In om last communication, T format to ask à "vital" rrestinn, As
ener will He attending the ceremnnies, could you please tell me
fs reoarired to wear evenire dress? TI shonld arrreciate it ver

«won would let me krow as goon as nossibhle.

sort wrens yer much Tor voir econera

NeATE TONITE 4

Fva-Varia Ritter (Mrs.)
Careatars +n Prof. Wiener
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Dear ” Tan

Ftier
© Stree’

I would like to thank you ir Prof. Tiener's name for your Interest
in sending your raper to him for exoresaine an opinion on your york,
Unfortunately, however, ve are making 11 a point at the coment rot to
accept env naners or manuamorinte so ac to facilitate Professor Tiener's
rrorress vith his on werk, esreciallyhisresearchorbrain -avcs, and
In order to gweld any setting lost of vour work on Vie desk or mine, T
thought it would he wise to return *t to yov under savsarate cover, |
wish You Success with mur naner, bret bone, teo, thet won vill vnderstanc
Professor Vienerts nnsi tion,

“ sepSTTCPTE 1 FOUTSes

WE pe Teg fesEva-Maria Bitter (Mrs, )
re
ee gr wp pre oe 5 “ wy on 1errotayer 3a Tea”. "Mener

Sensrate Cover
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Thank you for your letter of March 7, In which you told Prof,
tener of our Anten ion te order 50 mare conter, TL seen, liownror,
that tie oun ly of those Zesailan renrints we have will latt vs anlte
a while, and, therofome, T thie 1% won't he nocassmr for rau %0 79
te tre trmmle of ardering mora fre Profassor Fienar. a
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March 17, 1960

Mr, Genrer
17-09 Vel
Bade© +

nNNesr ¥ ta a

wetisa

reve received your renvest nr Professar ‘Mener!e

Attn “Nr

y

het I am sorry to tell you that Professor Viener

“wd it necessary not to erant reauests far antorranhs.

-

- nee oo

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs.
Secretary to
Ymafamanr Kianaye
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Cre Tilhelm Bernsdor-
LErterbuch der Sort
3erlin-Charlotten
Fredericiastraser
Termaenut

Sehr reehrter Kerr Uv, Bernsdor

a ich Ihnen schon mitreteilt habe, bin ich aupennlicklich
tit der Revision meines Buches Kybernetik beschäftirt und mBchte
deshalb ungern eine andere Ärteit berinnen, äber in einigen Wochen
sollte ich damit fertig sein, Ich verstehe Ihre Situation, und da
3ie vorschlagen, den Stichtag für die Ablieferung der Artikel bis
zum Jahresende hinauszuschieben, wird diese Lösung durchaus meiner
Nöten gerecht und gibt mir genfleend Zeit, Ihre Sache unrestärt zu
unternehmen.

den hasten Ernfahlunnm À

apt0e&gt;

x ahr ercaebhenc

+ VY ono



varch 1, 1960

Reverend John David Erb
Corley Methodist Church
180 Hewhurv Stre-
Anston Tn. Marssgchuse‘

+
 2

Near Reverend

Thank wou for vour interestine letter of March L to Prof, Viener
in which you nonder the closine statement of Prof. hiener's article
"The Creand Privile et

Tt ig indesd a terse statement, and T am afraid the one ton hlame
for it is less Prof, Wiener than I, his secretary, for 1t emercred from
nr transerintion of notes. Tt should have read "the kingdom of Herod".
{ hore you will forgive us this slip and in seeing that nassare in a
teen nrovacatives 110ht will find rev meaninr in it

Gincerelv vaura,

*va-Marte Pitter (Mrs,)
nevada tn Trad, Tianer
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The time is very short hefore the appearance of your april issue
and I haven't yet finished the revision of my book "Cybernetics" as
well as my own research so that I think I had better either cei: off
any attempt tr send you a paper or have it published later. Perhans
the best thing would be to walt until your issue is out and +&gt; rive
an article gag a critical corrent on the other nr-

+

1
&amp;
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„ Eornback

of St. Louis
.1 Boulevard

‘Yaesouri

~rrhot

Than
+

wn 1 for your invitation. I do indeed remember our meetine
lienrteterr

talk, I shall be abroad from June this year until March
schedule for this Srring is completely filled, I think
postpone the engagement until some time in Aoril 19€1.

+n the matter more closely then.

 gi"
cour €

Na + Wiener
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rs 1960

ÿe Jean C'Ormesson
Diogene
£, rue Franklin
Paris 16
Trance

her Monsieur d'Ormesson

Au moment je suis tres occune avec la revision de mon livre
Cybernetics", et je suis aussi bien occupe avec là prenaration
pour un voyage a l'Europe de ma fenme et moi pour 1'ete et l'automne
je cette annee, Il vaut donc mieux de ne promettre rien jusqu'an
temps que j'aurai acheve tout ce que 4! 1 entre»”’

Comme j'ai dit, je serai en Furone cette annee, et il est “len
probable que nous passerons par Paris, Il est donc possible que nous
aurmns l'occasion de discuter votre nrojet ensemble. Car, malheureuse-
a _; sera imnosaible nnour moi d'ecrire cuelque chose avant l'ete-

Toy * lez arreer, Monsieur. res sentiments les nlue distinrues et
Arye

jenery
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Dear My Pavar-

Thank you for your letter of February 22, Yes, I did receive tte
book, and I have heard reports that your translation of mv "Cybernctics'
is extrem Yy pond. TI annreciate fully the hard work that ven have —ut
is

48 to whether cybernetics is a new science or &amp; new fiction, I am
sufficiently prejudiced to believe that it is a new science, êt arv rate
there are at least some of your compatriots who are of the same oninincn,
I 1m conceivable thet I might be in Hussia this summer - although bo ro
neans definite « in which case I shall he #m»d to cet in contact with von,

meute for vour frankne

 _-

-F a

I



Mr, harry .
Law Officer
17°5 Le Saler S4—et. "
Jeo netten # -
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I wish vou success in

ron undertakt-

S3inceére”v yours

DOT



Dr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. U.S.A.

Editorial Office of Electrical
Review, Institute of Electrical
Engineering Kyoto University
Yoshida-Sakyo, Kyoto, Japan.

20 March, 1960.

Dear Professor Norbert Wiener

[t is my pleasure to again send you greeting and good wishes.

Particularly, I am very happy if you would kindly give me your

opinion about my new concept of "Equivalent Transformation"

shown in a paper which I sent to you in August 1959,

I believe that the methodology of thinking should be studied

nore systematically and my interest exists in developing it

intensively so as to make it applicable to the wide practical

fields.

If I could hear from you with respect to this problem, I

think it would be the greatest encouragement to me.

Please excuse me for my encroaching to your valuable time.

[ look farward to having your kind reply.

with my best wishes to you,

Sincerely yours,

x A  WKAANG

Kikuya ICHIKAWA

gditorial Staff of
*lectrical Review



To Professor Norbert Wiener

The Technology of Emotional Transfer

By Lecturer Kikuya ICHIKAWA

Faculty of Economics, Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan.

‘Résumé of a speech made at the 7 th meeting of the Methodology Studies Group, in the Students
Zounseling Center of Kyoto University, on March 28 th, 1958)

|. Foreword:

The present report concerns the technology

which takes place when a person tries by some

means to transfer emotion, which is a subjective

mental activity, to a receiver.

The transfer of emotion in our daily life and

its expression in various fields of art are neces-

sarily included in this category of technology. It

should eventually lead us to what is developing day

oy day in the theory of technology, e. g. Communi-

ration theory. However, to my knowledge, nobody

has written anything about the theory of emotional

communication from a technological point of view.

The writer has attempted in the following re-

port to integrate the technical system of emotional

communication, which hitherto has not been consi-

dered in the light of this communication theory.

nto the commuication theory in its wider sense.

The writer, in short, suggests one method of

thinking which corresponds to the programming,

which appears in the first step of the use of the

alectronic computer. As is known, the programming

n the electronic computer means the transformation

of human matters and language describing them,

‘nto equivalent mechanical problems and their me-

chanical expression. The programming suggested

by the writer is one which makes it possible to

cransform emotional activity, the subjective mental

activity of the human being, into equivalent and

ybiectively communicable information.
The thinking mechanism suggested by the writer

for the above programming follows tha method of

‘Equivalent transformal thinking,” as a methodolo-

zy (first called sy in 1955. by Ate writer) ?)

The whole field of this method of thinking seems

o form the center of all original thinking, and is

hought to be the biggest factor for measuring the

50 called imagination. He has published several

200ks on the method of thinking since 1944. He

will try to refrain as much as possible from touch-

ing upon this general topic in the present report *.

2. Objective Reorganization of the

Subjective Emotion.

First, let us explain the mechanism of the above

mentioned method of equivalent transformal thin-

sing.
If phenomenon A belonging to the original sys-

:em O can be completely transformed into pheno-

menon B, belonging to a given and different trans-

formal system 7, through the media of &amp;, a stand

soint common to both, and its condition C, we can

say that the phenomenon A of O system is equiva-

lently transformed into phenomenon B of 7 system.

That is:

DE
&lt;i

This makes what the writer has called the

“Equivalent Equation.” This denotes that the

phenontenon A, in the equation above is transformed

nto B- by the help of the media C€ in the direc-

ion of the arrow. *

Now, if we take out from this formula the ele-

ment of transformation (e. g. if we take out the

arrow from the equation), this can also be a Logica!

fauation which connects various phenomena, oc-

curring in any number of different systems, depen-

ling on the choice of Ce. To put the above thin-

ing into a simple formula:



This is the same as projecting condition C into

one or both of the phenomena A and B of each

system, and extracting € (that is, equivalent di-

mension) common to both. Moreover, if we think

of C in the formula (2) as the filter effect of com-

munication technology, the above relaitonship is:

AF, —€&lt;-F,—B.(3)
This makes the mechanism clearer. That is,

A, becomes € by passing through the filter Fe. Br

also becomes € by passing through the filter Fc, so

that A, becomes equivalent to Br by the help of

:he media Fc and €.

The writer wants to call the operation of con-

necting both sides of the formula (1) an operation

© find the ‘Equivalent Relation’ of the two. Ac-

cording to G. Polya® the solution of mathematcal

problems previously unsolved has been mainly due

to the thinking transformation, based on this dis-

covery of equivalent relationship. The principle

holds true also in the programming suggested by

‘he writer.

As has been mentioned, emotional activity in

itself is a subjective phenomenon occurring in the

sphere of the human mind. It has no objective

form in itself. Therefore it is impossible to tran-

sfer it objectively in its original form. The obje-

ctive transfer is possible only when this subjective

emotion is transformed into some objective pheno-

menal world, and them retransformed. Therefore

the problem of transformation and retransformation

in methodology follow. However, the only kind of

thing that makes it possible to transform emotional

activity into the emotionally signifcant world is

:he system of emotional stimuli.

Therefore what we have to do is to transform this

subjective emotion into a setof emotional stimuli

vhich are psychologically equivalent.

Thus, the key to the solution of the problem

ies in finding equivalent relation which can be

inderstood by everybody, between the given emo-

tional content A to be communicated, and pheno-

mena of the particular stimuli (Sensations mainly

~oming from eves and ears), which can be repre-

sented by B. Of course there will be no problem

if B, which has systematically transformed the

details of emotion to be communicated, is fortunately

contained in the combination of the sense phenomena

at hand. However, this is not the case in general,

and in such general cases B has to be artificially

reorganized from among the variety of phenomena

known to everybody and which belong to any trans-

formation system T, through skillful manipulation

of CE. In other words, we have to make equiva-

lent transformation® into the world of ‘‘Acquainted

Systems.”

If by so doing we can communicate to others

the information based on programming mentioned

above, the emotional activity that a person wants

to communicate will be wholly recaptured and rec-

reated in the mental sphere of the recipient through

the information of the reorganized emotional stimuli,

i. e. it is transferred through ‘‘Rediscovering Cor-

respondence.’’
This can be represented by the following equa-

Hon

CE C

A=R.
,

/ vere (4)

“A &gt;A  2000000 (5)

The equation represents the establishment of the

technical system by which human emotion, which

can not be communicated in its original form, can

be transferred into the mental sphere of the recipi-

ent.

Since the writer does not have much space in

the present résumé, he wants only to mention

Susanne K. Langer” who, not from the technological

point of view, but mainly from the pshychological

point of view, seems to have arrived at substantially

the same kind cf conclusion. This is noteworthy

for those who are interested in research of scientific

techniques, That is, as I mentioned briefly in

foot note(7), two researchers, starting from a dif-

ferent point of view and taking different routes,

have reached a similar conclusion. The writer

wants to express his great respect to Langer’s



Reorganization of the Whole Daily

Activity Including Emotional Activity.

Next, the writer wishes to point out that in

programming, the information which comes from

the process of our daily life, is not limited in the

above method only in the communication of emo-

tion. For if the reorganization method mentioned

above is possible, it follows that the outlook, opi-

nion, wishes, etc., which the senders want to ex-

sress about life-problems, can be communicated

aot by a direct method, but by means of being

equivalntly transformed into the combined relations

of the world.

However, the characteristic of this equivalent

-ransformation as a means of communication is that

it utilizes the ‘‘rediscovering correspondence’ in

‘he mental activity of the recipient, as has been

previously explained. Therefore, the recipient can

still from the beginning keep his ‘‘subjective in-

dependence in judgment.” In other words, it is

ap to the recipient to decide whether to accept com-

nunication or not, and the sending of opinion and

view of any kind from the sender does not hurt the

oride of the recipient. This is very different from

other ways of communication which use persuasion,

command, or instruction for the transference of

opinion and request.

Therefore by using this transformation method,

we can have a new powerful mental method which

awakens analysis, criticism and insight of a perso-

1ality without the interference caused by the pride

of the recipient. Thus, if presentation of deep

significant problems on life can be equivalently

‘ransformed into another equally rich form, this

encourages, while giving emotional sympathy and

enjoyment, a person’s desire to improve himself.

There have been in the past, among the great

masterpieces of art, including movies and drama,

many works which, we can almost positively say,

make the utmost use of such functions as men-

-joned above. It might be, although I am not sure,

that herein lies the technological ‘‘characteristic’’ of

the so called artistic activity in its narrow sense, and

also of counselling, which is becoming increasingly

sopulae.
We can interpret this in general terms and say

chat it establishes communication which accompa-

aies rediscovery reaction, and the resuitant educa-

:ional method of a higher order.

4. Conclusion

To sum up, by using the programming conduct

by means of equivalent transformation treatment as

a way of communication, we can reorganize, in the

world of information, pure “special life experience

which, while it has one ideal assertion, also accom-

sanies emotional impact.”’ This is the true quality

of the ‘‘quasi-life-experiensce’’ which I defined in

1ote (9). Therefore, if this quasi-life-experience

method is successful, this does not remain as a

mere substitute for the real life experience, but

also establishes a third and new kindof life expe-

rience, which has deeper ‘mental meaning” than

“he real experience.

That is, it enables the creation of the life ex-

serience of the higher order, the more mentally

‘purified”’ and ‘‘idealized” experience. This, as

[ mentioned at the end of the previous chapthr,

means the creation of ‘‘the secondary artificial men-

tal environment,”” which powerfully guides perso-

rality formation, maintenance, and development.
The traditional way of referring to this act of

equivalently transforming the life view, mainly in
the form of projecting a question into this artificial

experience sphere, is to sav ‘’AÀ writer creates his

work.”

—+

1) To be specific, the electronic computer can be

divided into Digital and Analogue types. Originrlly,

the word programming was used in connection with

the “Organization of computing process” in the di-

gital type. However, the word also meant the ‘“Man-

1facture of the block diagrams’ of the analogue type.

Strictly speaking, programming as used by the writer

in this report corresponds to the manufacturing of

-arresnond block diagrams of the analogue tvne

9) Kikuya Ichikawa : Studies on Problems of Dis-

covery Method in the Process of Technological Re-

search. (1955) p. 13—51.

13) Kikuva Ichikawa : Methodolcgy of the Original



Research (1944) Methodology oi Natural Science (1954)

atc.

4} In terms of the history of thinking, formula (1)

should be considered as a cross section of the chain

development of the following formula, e. g. the ge-

1eral fiom is :

O1E O2E2
AS Br Cr .......(6)

In many creative works born of out mind, there is

still seen the above development process, making

suitable feedbacks, and going on in many directions.

5) G. Polya: How to Solve It. (1945) Prof. Polya

in this book discusses the point in a variety of ways,

and approaches it from many angles, the main atti.

tude of the book is basically that of the equivalent

transformation, which is the same as the writer's.

5) However, the transformation in this case con-

cerns the information of the phenomena to be com-

municated to the recipient, and does not need to be

the actual events of real life. The total object is to

transform into sound, light, and some electric signs

which in some ways correspond to sound and light.

The typical cases are the novel, made up of a com-

bination of written words, and comics projected

on television by the reoganization of the image on

Brown's tube.

7 SS. K. Langer : Problems of Art. (1957) On p. 98

Prof. Langer Suggests the idea of “transformation”

as a means of emotional expression, which, according

to her, is done by “production of an equivalent ser’Se

impression.” This, clearly, is the same in principle

as the equivalent transformation suggestad by th:

writer. It is very interestiring, in view of the idea

of equivalent transformation suggested by the wri-

ter,. that Prof. Langer italicized the word ‘‘equival

ent.” The writer, of course, does not mean to say

that the two ideas come from the same system of

thinking, but as he mentioned above, it is significant.

from the standpoint of scientific thought. In May

1958, shortly after the writer had finished his study

(see note 9), he happened to read Dr. Kanji Hatano’s

“Creative Work in Art” (Creative Psychology, Vol. 3,)

1958 where the outline of Langer’s book was given,

and was surprised to find the similarity between her

ideas and the writer's.

(8&gt; In the writer's opinion, the technological diffe-

rence between art activity in the narrow sense, and

of counselling is that in the former the communica

tion takes place between any number of people and a

certain work of art, which has objective form and

which is significant to them, while in the latter the

communication is as a rule between two particular

people, and its only form is human relationshp.

8) Kikuya Ichikawa : ‘Methodology of Creative

writing.” Kansai Kôron Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 198, Sep. 1958

(This is the end part of published in 6 installments)

Addendum:

The present report is a continuation. of the writer's

thesis, “Technology of the Creative Mental Work,”

which was given in the 1st report of the Methodology

Studies Grop Meeting (June 1957)

“English Translation, July 1959.‘



HEADQUARTERS
AIR FORCE BALLISTIC MISSILE DIVISION (ARDC)

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Air Force Unit Post Office, Los Angeles 45, California

REPLY TO
ATTN oF: WDAT/M Burnett/2554

SUBJECT:Special Orders No. 147

TO: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Attn: Mrs. Eva-Marie Ritter
Department of Mathematics

Dear Mrs. Ritter:

21 Mar 60

1. Reference is made to your letter dated 9 Mar 60 submitting
expenditures for Dr. Wiener. Please find enclosed "Itinerary
of Official Travel Forms (AF 1266) and Travel Voucher Forms"
covering his trip.

2. If you will kindly add the time under Item III in AF Form
1266, and the telephone expenses incurred in Item VI on the
reverse side, and have Professor Wiener sign four copies of
AF Form 1266 and the original copy of Travel Voucher Form, he
will then be able to be paid.

3. For more expeditious handling, it is suggested that you
submit the Forms when completed to the Accounting and Finance
Officer at Air Force Cambridge Research Center, Lawrence G
Hanscom Field, Bedford, Massachusetts, and they will make
reimbursement from that Office for Dr. Wiener

Verv truly yours,

4 &gt; 8

E L JACKMAN
LtCol, USAF
DirectorofAdministrative
Services!

Atchs
a/s



ITINERARY OF OFFICIAL TRAVEL
(Submit in triplicate. Use typewriter or ink, and complete both sides.)

REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS

1. Two copies of travel orders, and amendments thereto; ome copy of travel orders for members must be supported
by AF Form 1265, "Indorsement to Travel Order",

Copy of all transportation requests; also receipts from transportation officer for any unused portion of
transportation request or tickets, and/or meal tickets.

Receipts if actual cost of transportation is claimed.
Certificate of installation commander covering nonavailability of government. quarters, government rations
and military aircraft, when appropriate,

2.

3.

4,

ABBREVIATIONS TN BE USED
TRANS NOT FURN BY U.S. GOVT a

RAIL a NONE/R

AIR NONE/A

PRIVATE OWNED CAR NONE/P

RAUS NONE/R
| GRADE

TRANS FURN BY U.S. GOVT

' RAIL a T/R

AIR (Commercial Airline) T/A

GOVERNMENT AUTO G/A

_MILITARY AIRCRAFT @/P
LAST NAME - FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAL

OTHER
"TEMPORARY DUTY TOY DELAY AWAITING TRANS DAT

PERM CHANGE OF STATION PCS ADVERSE WEATHER wx

REMAIN OVERNIGHT RON MECHANICAL DIFFICULTY MEC

REFUEL RFE

"ORGAN ZAT I N JeRVICE NO.

I.
so

PAR

Ait

ARNFE!  PREVIOUS PAYMENTSUNDERTHISORDLOCATION I AMOUNT

/

DATE“ARNQUA"

~~

TThV

ITINERARY

| TIME 24 HR | MODE{CLOCK (Give OF
time zone) TRAVEL

TON
|

REASON FOR DELAYS
TRANSPORTATION

REQUEST NUMBERS

PE

DFE =

ARR

DEr

ARR

DEP

ARR

DEP

ARR

SE

ARR

SEF
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DFE
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TI. 5, GOVERNMENT PRINTING QFFICE : 1954 O - 323868

IV. AVAILABILITY OF GOVERNMENT QUARTERS AND GOVERNMENT RATIONS
DURING THE PERIOD OF TRAVEL ENROUTE AND/OR TEM. DURING THE PERIOD OF TRAVEL ENROUTE AND/OR TEM.
PORARY DUTY COVERED BY THIS VOUCHER, GOVERNMENT PORARY DUTY COVERED BY THIS VOUCHER, GOVERNMENT
QUARTERS WERE NOT [J AVAILABLE CJ UTILIZED MESS WAS NOT [1 AvAiLABLE [J UTILIZED (Check
{Check one) EXCEPT ON THE DATES INDICATED. one) EXCEPT FOR THE NUMBER OF MEALS INDICATED

ON THE FOLLOWING DATES:

DATE T LOCATION nATr LOCATION NATE N re
LOCATION

vo SLAIM FOR REIMBURSEMENTOFEXPENSES
 NYY ‘la AMOUNT

VL NONAVAILABILITY OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT
MILITARY AIRCRAFT WAS NOT AVAILABLE TO ME FOR TRAVEL ON THE DATES INDICATED

FROM “Bost TT oho TO yore
 SS) Co

Vil.
SS

CERTIFICATE AND SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT
_ A ILIVALL 9 LE

| CERTIFY THAT THE ITINERARY AND OTHER INFORMATION SIGNATURE
LISTED HEREON IS TRUE AND CORRECT AND THAT SUCH
ITINERARY AND INFORMATION WILL BECOME A PART OF
THE VOUCHER ON WHICH REIMBURSEMENT FOR TRAVEL IS
CLAIMED.

Vill. COMPUTATION OF PAYMENT (FORUSE OF FINANCE OFFICE ONLY)
ALLOWANCF DEDUCTIONS aimeeeo

COMPUTED BY
DAYS @ $9.00 MEALS ® $1.50

DAYS 8 $ MEALS 8 $
COMPUTED BY

DAYS @ $ MEALS @ $
AUDITED BY

MILES @ QUARTERS @ §

PRIOR PAYMENTS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

ADD|TIONALEXPENSE
(See Block V above)

TOTAL rOTAL

TOTAL DEDUCTIONS

NET PAYMENT



Standard Form No. 1012a
7 GAO 5310

1012-204

TQ

TRAVEL VOUCHER D. 0. Vou. No _________

Bu. Vou. No.

 gr ol
Zu.1 PAID BY

Payee’s name

Mailing address

1 “ADIOoye- “+

Travel and other e-penses in the discharge of ~ficial driv "nw — under authority

Nd. , copy of which is attached, or has been previously furnished. Ihave a

travel advance c . to which of this voucher should be applied.

MEMORANDUM
DOLLARS |Cents

20 |S4AMOUNT CLAIMED
—

‚FörAdministrative Use) Differences:

APPROVED ®

Total verified correct for charge to appropriation (s) (initials)
—__—

Applied to travel advance (appropridtion symbol) _

NET AMOUNT TO TRAVELER

The next previous voucher paid under the same travel authority was:

DO. Vou No. _ — , Symbol _ … paid

(Month——vear)

MEMORANDIIM

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION (Appropriation Symbol must be shown: other classification optional)

Paid by Check No. _22

MEMORANDUM

— roger —mm ——

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE - 18589 À - 802010



1. Departed from official duty station .

SCHEDULE OF EXPENSES AND AMOUNTS CLAIMED
(Fill in 1 and 2 below only when dates are prior to period covered by this voucher)

V3 TrTen * 040
Dat (Hour!

WHEN TYPED
USE SINGLE SPACE

2. Temporary duty station on last day of next preceding voucher period was

date of arrival at such temporary duty station_March 7 nt

MI TER
“+ MILES AMOUNT CLAIMED

OTHER

ee

DATE DESCRIPTION

(Include all information required bycurrent regulations; if speedometer readings are used tocompute distances. show beginning and ending readings in this column)0 60 @—
cents per

mile

MILEAGE

March
Dats =o| Thyme “Hnor” “oston- “ass, (Tax: uso

hae

LiLo

als
_22loa

ol ala, nyar wat sts

i
&gt;

rn Ay ie. TR2

2 Hotel to Washington Airnort (Te:
{oar

Airnort to Railroad Station
—}

Raîilwav Fare Vachineten +a Raat-

+Grand total to face of voucher
(Subtotals. to he carried forward if necessary)

msi

TRANSPORTATION ORTAIN .D WITH GOVEL "MENT TRANSPORTATION REQUEST’
FWY ~ nimm" raveler)

TRANSPORTATION
REQUEST NUMBER

AGENT'S
Y ALUATION
IF ICR Tem

INITIALS OF CARRIER
ISSUING TICKET

VIODE ANI
CLASS OF
SERVICEt

AINTS OF TRAVEL
DATE
[RSUED

A

rs ir porter rer eeeee72000022200702
tPullman accommodations: MR, master room; DR, drawing room; CP, compartment; BR, bedroom; DSR, duplex single room: RM, roomette: DRM. duplex roomette:

SOS. single occupancy section: LB. lower berth: UB, upper berth: L B-U B. lower and upper berth; S. seat



AMERICAN SOCIETY Ara OF TOOL AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

Gin10700 PURITAN AVENUE VV" YDETROIT 38, MICHIGAN + UNIVERSITY 4-7300

*
Fr

Ofpcers 1960
WAYNE EWING President
H. DALE LONG Vice President
WM. MORELAND Vice President
D. A. SCHROM Vice President
P. R. MARSILIUS Vice President
C. M. SMILLIE Treasurer
H. VERNE LOEPPERT Secretary
H. E. CONRAD Executive Secretary

March 21, 1960

Mrs. Eva-Maria Ritter

Secty. to Prof. Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 30, Massachusetts

Dear Mrs. Ritter:

If you have not already received confirmation of
Dr. Wiener's reservations, I am sure you will shortly. All

reservations are handling through a central office. They will
confirm directly to you. However, I am fairly certain that
the Wieners will be staying at the Sheraton-Cadillac.

We are delighted to have the Wieners with us on

this occasion and will make certain thev have a pleasant stav.

Sincerely,

Joan Burczyk
Public Relations Assistant

J Bein

P.S. The Saturday night Awards Dinner, and all functions are informal.
A cocktail dress for the Saturdav night affair would be perfect.

ORGANIZED TO FURTHER RESEARCH IN TOOL ENGINEERING AND TO ADVANCE

"HE SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS OF CRFATIVEFE MANUFACTURING



1. 50

£188 Norma Aronsor
335 » © Stree:
Mears 4

Dear Vise Aronao

It is not at all clear to me How automatization can come in
in lithorranty. There may be all sorté of ways that * . can nlay a
part in manufacturing and conditioning the plates, the oils ete., but
[ don't quite see how the sort of lithorranhy which irvolves the ime
printine on the plate of a desirn cof an artist is likely to be effected.
There may be a possibility that offset work in the matter of type face
can be mechanized in the way in which ordinary orintine has been mecha
nized, As a matter of fact, I am sure that this will come, However,
this doesn't ssen to hit the heart of vour rrohlemn.

rane

 1 pnar
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Ur. Richard C, Boys
2622 Haven Hall
University of Yichigran
anr Arbor, Michican

Desar TUr, Pavre

‘hile I am interested in the program which you mention in the
Social Sciences Summer Session, IT am unable to participate in it,
since at that time I shall alreadv be abroad for the summer and the
penanine semestar

viper Tours

Henar

Te, pr
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Yr, Clermile Coll
Ron 300, wre pe
TT 5 ke see
Trulronee

«

Dear wi las TF

It is a little difficult to send any information I ray Lave in a
field in which I have been working for comethine like 20 years and in
whicl: this Information has naturally piled upe ZI surzest, an far as I
am concerned, that you pet abicld of ny vaper back "The Human Use of
Human Teings™ which avveared in tis Anchor Series by Doubleday, I also
sugrest thot you pet in touch vith Dr, "aianabe in ihe research labs,
of the ITF Corporation at Cesirinr, NY, After that we may come to more
srnctTets onestd ons

ue = =F TPC

ener

7
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Dre. Edward
Vice-Prr-
Cniversiuy : New Hampshir
Durham. New Hampshire

Dear Dr

Thank you for your letter of March ll in which you rv + a
iniversity car for Profcsser Wlener's transportation, This rfer 3
gladiy accepted, and the {time of 3:30 on Monday is convenient.
“ould it be possible to pick Professor Yiener up at his home
[I am enclosing a map Mrs, Viener made in order to facilitate the
finding of 53 Cedar Road in Belmont

 oy
7. won asaln for vour congideratior

EYal ToOure,

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs,
Qapppntarer +a Deaf ‘inner
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re Dourirs Hinton
330 th Street, ©
Puvather  Taehtn:

Dear

sf
received your letier of Feb. 2, in which you request tis

bein in the enlisttenment about eyberneties.
v I be

thy don't you read my book "The Human Use of Furen Betres” vhich
hag appeared in the Anchor 7nok series by Doubleday, I think this will
rive a matisfactory thonrh not ton technical an account of tre rroblem
at band, My book "Cyhbernetica”" 1s currently under revicinn and 4s , of
course, mich more technical than 1ts small venular comnanion mentioned
2M OVE o

As to the gadget which will respond to certain musical tones, this
ls a decoding vroblem and 811 such problems have a cybernetic aspect,
tow important this aspect is depends on the degree of sonhistication of
the gacret. It is quite possible that this element may not be very pros
minente but I cannot sav more without knowing more about th!s device of
voire

CERN PY *
TY YS

Tony



March 21, 1960

vi, Hicrs
1:

rer

m
enMy

Nest

Ï
gr a

"course you can work with me in Septersber 19€1, I shall be de.
rte Much of the stuff that I was trying to work out with you
fus . of holes as a sieve, but I think we can strairhten it out and
„at I can rive vou nlenty more thinrs to worl or

Ev, an «tanks for yorr hel
 eos ey que

5 in proof-reading and your 2id in teaching
“fanone: ta seuccess,

1e 4

rours

v Wiener
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denry Allen Moe
Guegenheim Foundation
Piffin Avenur
Vartr =

+“ » 1960

Nes

Sr. loyo was here some days aro, and I rot a pood impression of his
aspirations and of the fact that he is encountsring real di/ficulties in
the use of Binet tests and other things live theme ‘ .- au’ta certain
that ha hes a real nroblem to investir

had better say I was quite certain because after reading his pro-
ject, I am a little worried whether his fluency is not somewhat to the
detriment of the content of his work and ideas, I don't mean at all that
he should be turned down, but I do mean strongly that wherever he is scent,
there should be some older man who will try to staunch the flow eof what
shyiouaîv stens from an Therian scholastie cast of mind.

vours,

4 heanerr

AU
v



Mr. Robert
2190 Danhe-
San !"

Nene

Tr |
&amp; - » 180

en

Since you are speaking of precisely a rerion in which modern
physics has not vet come to an equilibrium, I can't begin to rive à
positive answer to your questions, The best thing I can say is ths
I don't know, Tt is quite nossible that physics may in the future

lave a form in which your ideas may be simmificant, and it is quite
nossible that it won't. Arything that I would say would he a snav
fudrment, and I am a little afraid of snan fudrmentr

Nye,

SAME

 —p

mr
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“re Ae Okulov
Principal Editor
"Voprosy Filosofii"
Institute of Philosophy
Academy rf Sciences USSR
PRAVDA
Volkhonk=a
¥Mogeow. Fae

Dear Mr  Okulr

Thank you very much for your invitation to wrie an article or
the theme "Science and Society” for vour nhilosophical journal.

However, let me put off this writing of an article for a time,
hecause at the moment TI am extremely cccupnied with the revision of
my book "Cybernetics" and I have also a number of other articles +r
write to which I committed myself some time acc

In June I shall be leaving for Europe, and there is a small
chance that I might also ro to Pussia, If so, it will make my sending
of an article more apovrorrviate then. 3ut this spring it is culte ime
nes

Cove, am
VOUFS

. Fiener

.

Ar



vr, Richard P
1703 State ©
Serta Part

 8 5 ’

Dear

i am roing to pass the hucki I have . rood friend named Marcus
at the Fand Corvoration in Santa Monica. He has been ny assistant in
the course I peve on cybernetics and similiar sublects last summer at
UCLA. Thy don't wou run up end sce him? He can talk over the strong
and ire veak roftrts in your training and give you advice on the basis
of krorleére which would take a considerable time to convey în letter
ard alse carn Judes how desirable it is for you perscnallytorointo
these fields, Vhy not send him a note? His address is: Vichae] P. Marcus
LO Bellister Ave, Santa Foenieca, Cal,

- a rye

TP anox



March 21, 19€0

viss Wendy Rabirawite
Beaver Cour” Faho
“7 Shr
Chest

Dear I nOT

I shall be in my office on Monday, Anril 18, and shall be rlzd to
discuss your rroject with you, However, I must candidly admit that I
do not believe any very rood purpose is served by the assignment to a
young student of projects in which they give questionraires to veople
or in which they ask to write ahout careers which they are many years
from entering themselves, You will understand that I am not saying
this for any personal pique, but because I think the whole trend of as-
signments in which one looks up somebody in WHO'S WHO and then writes
him un 18 not worthwhile.

Sincen-? TOUTS,

Jorbert Wiener

NW/emr

P.C. Time of interviews ¢:30 poem.



FIR (1, 1960

Mr. Jerome Vyckof"
“anaging Editor
The iærper Encyclonedia of Science
630 Fifth Avenue
Rockefeller Center
Yew York 295, TT

Cear lr. eke

Thank you for your invitation to write an article on Cyteruvetics
for your encyclopedia, However, I am afraid I cannot accede to your
request, for I am already grievously behind on several articles I rave
nromised to eucyclonedias, and in addition to that on my own work, I
find that the existence of these undischarred obligations is a consi-
Jderable Lardican on my own freedom of thourht,

Therefore, I must steadfastly refuse to accept commitments which
I am likely to be amiss in discharrine and which will be a very dis-
turbire burden later on re to fulfi?

~ trope” TOUTS.

Sener

à


